Application Note: Industrial Automation Programmable
Controllers with Heuristic Reasoning using KEEL (09/09/2003)
Objective:
Historically, Programmable Logic Controllers have been responsible for sequential logic
functions in the discrete manufacturing space. PLC vendors have continued to increase
the processing power of these devices over the years.
Originally, PLCs were developed as relay logic replacements (Relay Ladder Logic
Language).
Over the years additional languages have been added: Structured Text, Sequential
Function Charts, and most recently, Function Block languages.
Some vendors have gone as far as allowing C subroutines to be added as elements.
New commands are constantly being added that incorporate functionality within the
individual languages: timer commands, PID (Proportional, Integral, Derivative) loop
commands, motion commands, etc.
The PLC is beginning to make inroads in the process space where batch or continuous
flow logic is implemented.
As PLCs become more and more capable, they are taking on more supervisory
responsibility.
For a number of years Industrial Automation suppliers have created integrated solutions
where much of the supervisory control was managed with an integrated minicomputer or
an integrated PC.
In these cases, the PC would run custom solutions in the supervisory control space.
Even with the marketing of PLCs in the supervisory space, however, the PLC remains
focused on sequential logic. The next paradigm shift in the evolution of the PLC will be
the incorporation of cognitive technology, or human-like reasoning.
Unlike sequential logic, human reasoning is a balancing function somewhat in line with
PID loops.
KEEL (Knowledge Enhanced Electronic Logic) can provide a human-like reasoning
extension to the PLC.
Today human operators are responsible for evaluating the performance of their
production lines. A number of tools are available to log transactions and create reports
that can be analyzed by human operators.
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When the human operators observe problems with the lines or detect upcoming
scheduling conflicts, they make manual changes to the line. This may include
restructuring the line, running preventative maintenance, diagnosing problems...
The productivity of the line is based on the abilities of the operators: their experience with
the line, their knowledge of the process and their availability. If they are not available,
they cannot make the management decisions that are necessary.
By incorporating human-like reasoning into the PLC programs, the productivity of the line
can improve and the PLC can take on some of the decision-making responsibilities of the
operators and supervisors.

Market:
The US market for PLCs is estimated at $1.4B.

Long shunned, PCs make headway on the factory floor
By Charles J. Murray
EE Times
April 4, 2002 (3:36 p.m. ET)
"CHICAGO — Heavy industry, still struggling to break the shackles of
an economic slump that has left it reeling, may be about to address its
financial woes with a new solution: the personal computer.
Industry analysts said manufacturing engineers are now taking a
second look at PC technology and are shaking off long-held beliefs
that PCs aren't up to the task of controlling factory floor operations.
Driven by rising cost concerns, many engineers are finding ways to
leverage the commodity nature of PCs and skim dollars off
manufacturing's bottom line, experts say.
The result is that U.S. sales of PC control software have climbed to
about $75 million annually, up from about $40 million two years ago. If
the trend continues at its current pace, experts say it could signal a
start to the long-expected change in the shape of the $1.4 billion U.S.
market for programmable logic controllers (PLCs).

"The change is finally starting to take place," said Dick Slansky, senior
analyst for the ARC Advisory Group (Dedham, Mass.). "We're seeing
manufacturers making a major architectural shift toward PC-based
controls."
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Indeed, General Motors Corp., the world's biggest manufacturing
enterprise, said last week that it has embarked on a program to adopt
a hybrid-type control technology that mixes the characteristics of PCs
and programmable logic controllers. The automotive giant said that it
plans to use the technology across its entire North American
manufacturing operation. GM has already adopted it in three
manufacturing plants in Moraine, Ohio, and Oklahoma City, where it
builds the GMC Envoy and Chevrolet Trailblazer; and in Lansing
Grand River, Mich., where it makes the Cadillac CTS sedan.
"We're using it for all new programs going forward," said Phil Disch,
engineering director for controls, robotics and welding at General
Motors. "If we put an all-new body shop or assembly operation in North
America, we're going with this technology."
GM's move mirrors similar decisions by other major manufacturers. At
National Manufacturing Week in Chicago last month, Microsoft Corp.
teamed with 30 industrial partners in its show booth, including such
giants as Siemens, Rockwell Automation and Dell Computer, all of
which are involved with Windows-based manufacturing solutions.
Industry analysts say that such partnerships reflect a growing
acceptance of PCs not just for the storage of information, but also as a
tool that can be used to control automation equipment.
"There's no doubt now that industry is finally heading more toward PCbased systems," noted Tom Bullock, president of Industrial Controls
Consulting (Fond du Lac, Wis.). "And we're going to see a lot more of
this as Ethernet use grows on the factory floor."
Blurring lines
Experts say that the shift toward such controls is taking several forms,
ranging from traditional "white-box" PCs with Windows-based control
software to solutions that mix the characteristics of programmable logic
controllers and PCs.
As a result, industry analysts say that the industrial-controls market is
changing in a way that makes the phenomenon difficult to quantify.
Most of the big industrial-controls vendors, such as Rockwell
Automation (Mayfield Heights, Ohio) and Siemens Energy &
Automation Inc. (Alpharetta, Ga.), now offer software packages that
enable PC-like industrial controllers to emulate the behavior of PLCs.
As the lines between the two technologies blur, experts say that
customers are often unaware that their "PLC" may actually be a PC in
disguise.
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Whatever forms the solutions take, analysts say they are a reflection of
a sometimes-grudging form of acceptance of the PC by industrialcontrols engineers.
"It's less of a religious issue for them now," said industry consultant Nat
Frampton of Real Time Development Corp. (Pearl River, La.). "It's
becoming more of a functional matter. OEMs are saying, 'I need this
capability. Supply it to me.' "
Such attitudes represent a sharp departure from the old status quo in
the manufacturing world, where engineers long held that PCs simply
weren't cut out for the rigors of factory floor control. PCs, they said,
reached obsolescence too fast; they weren't robust enough; they
lacked the ability to stand up to dust and vibration; and, worst of all,
they lacked so-called "determinism."
Determinism — the ability of a machine to focus on a critical task —
was key to the automation community. Engineers said they didn't want
a PC to be polling its hard drive while a factory floor operator was
frantically pressing an emergency stop on the assembly line. For that
reason, many engineers dug in their heels and maintained their loyalty
to the PLC, which has dominated the factory floor for nearly 30 years.
But while determinism was an issue three years ago, experts say that
it's not anymore. Operating systems such as Windows CE now offer
scan times of less than 5 milliseconds, well within the "hard-real-time"
definition set by the Open Modular Architecture Users Group. Such
Windows systems also have cycle variations, or latency, of less than
100 microseconds, also within the OMAC standards.
As a result, some industry consultants now believe that PCs are more
deterministic than PLCs. "By the current definition of real-time, you
could easily make the case that PCs are deterministic and PLCs
aren't," Frampton of Real Time Development said.
"Almost everyone agrees that determinism is no longer an issue for
PCs," added Bullock of Industrial Controls Consulting. "PCs are so fast
that it really doesn't matter anymore."
Economic impetus
Still, PLCs clearly dominate the industrial-controls market, amassing
about $18 in sales for every dollar spent on PC-control software. "Even
though people have touted soft control, PLCs have stood their ground,"
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noted Ron Bliss, Logix Netlinx software marketing manager for
Rockwell Automation. "There's already an enormous installed base,
and the attitude is, 'If it ain't broke, don't fix it.' "
Suppliers such as Rockwell Automation are developing an insurance
policy against PC encroachment, however, by offering so-called "softPLC" products. Such software programs behave like PLCs, even
allowing developers to code them using ladder logic, but are built on
PC-type architectures and use Windows operating systems.
Rockwell's RSLogix 5000, which allows engineers to create a PLCtype controller but employs PC programming techniques, serves as the
cornerstone for GM's recent industrial-controls decision. GM uses the
software in general-assembly operations and even in more complex
systems, such as stamping presses. The company's engineers say
that it provides them with a common platform for all automation, and
supplies them with an open architecture, which wasn't the norm during
the heyday of the PLC. As a result, the automotive giant expects to
save on manufacturing expenditures.
"Now, all our panels and all our equipment is identical from plant to
plant," said Disch of GM. "All of our programming is the same, too.
Because we write all the code in templates, we can autogenerate that
code and use it over again in new plants."
Disch said that RSLogix's PC-type programming techniques provide an
advantage that wasn't available from old-style PLCs. "If we write logic
for a 'clamp-open' procedure in a simple assembly machine, then we
can use the same logic again in a 'clamp-open' for a more complex
machine, such as a stamping press," he said.
Like many new control products, RSLogix falls into the gray area
between the PC and PLC, therefore allowing GM to continue in a PLC
environment, despite the fact that RSLogix can be Windows-based.
GM is running the software on a ControlLogix 5550 industrial
controller, which Rockwell stresses is neither a PC nor a PLC.
Ultimately, makers of pure PC-control solutions hope to capture
customers who are hovering in that fluid area between PLCs and PCs.
Companies such as Entivity Inc. (Ann Arbor, Mich.), which makes softPLC controllers that are Windows-based and can run on white-box
PCs, believe their products will serve as the next logical step for such
customers. Pure PC products, they believe, can be more easily
integrated with the front office, as well as with customers' and vendors'
computers.
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"We tell people that we replace PLCs that are trying to be PCs," said
Ken Spenser, chief executive officer of Entivity.
The ultimate force
Analysts believe that the economy may ultimately be the driving force
that pushes the automation community toward the PC. "When the
economy was moving along at full tilt two years ago, the order of the
day was for engineers to go to their regular suppliers and use their
traditional solutions," said Slansky of ARC Advisory Group. "But since
the economy has gone down, they've had time to analyze their
technical requirements, and they've found that PC-based control can
help them."
Like GM, many manufacturers are finding that PCs can offer
economies of scale that can translate to lower engineering costs and
lower initial system costs, Slansky said. For that reason, PCs are
displacing PLCs at the high end of the market.
The PLC's stronghold, however, remains the low end of the market,
where PCs can't compete with the $300 to $500 costs of so-called
"shoe box" PLCs. By some estimates, such products now account for
more than half of the existing PLC market.
During the next five years, however, engineers expect PC and PLC
hardware to continue to merge, in the same way that PC and PLC
software is merging today. "At some point, we are looking to build a
hardened version of a PC that would run inside our hardware and
provide a PLC life cycle," said Bliss of Rockwell. "Eventually, we see
the market migrating that way.""
PLC vendors have seen their margins decrease as PLCs become commodity items.

The low end PLCs ($300-$500 and less) are addressing 50% of the market.

Even on the high end of the PLC product market, there is little vendor differentiation.

By providing a key product differentiator, a PLC vendor can retain the high margins they
have historically been able to maintain.
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Considerations:
The schedule for evaluating the data
When complex cognitive systems are being created, the designer needs
to consider the time sensitivity of input and output data.
In human systems, humans may try to postpone decisions until all the
relevant data is available. When pressed, however, humans can react to
demands that drive them to make instant decisions. In a KEEL system,
the designer may need to have the system "adapt" to changing demands.
The flexibility of the KEEL system design allows for normal conservative
operation and still adapts to emergency situations.
The system designer needs to consider when the data should be
evaluated. Options could be to trigger the evaluation on a scheduled
basis; it could be polled by a higher level authority; it could operate on a
change of state from one of its sensors; or it could be continuously
running.
Human interaction with the solution
In cases where KEEL engines participate with humans as part of an
overall system, consideration should be given to the human interface
characteristics of the system.
KEEL engines can trigger the dialog, or the dialog can be initiated by the
human.
KEEL engines can provide continuous analog output which can be
translated into human readable form or as stimulation to HMI tools.
KEEL engines can accept input from any source, as long as it is translated
to the normalized format required by the KEEL engines.
The system designer will consider how and when the dialog between the
human and the KEEL engine will be scheduled.
The ability to create complex cognitive solutions in a timely manner
Using the KEEL toolkit, it is possible to develop complex cognitive
solutions in a short timeframe.
Software features are built into the toolset that allow the cognitive design
to be structured in a manner that makes it easy to integrate the KEEL
engine(s) into a variety of architectural models. In many cases, these
tools allow the glue logic to be created once and be able to support
changes to the cognitive model.
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The KEEL-FBD tool allows the staged development of complex models in
a manner that automatically creates the glue logic. This is another feature
that supports rapid development of complex systems.
Performance of the system
Different applications require different levels of performance for the KEEL
engines.
Some real time control applications may require that information is
constantly being evaluated and operated upon.
There will be other times when information changes relatively slowly and
therefore does not merit constant evaluation.
There are a variety of techniques to balance performance and system
complexity when creating KEEL based solutions.
Architecture Independence
KEEL engines are discrete information processing engines.
In many cases they will be part of a larger system.
Just like humans in a factory, in an army, or on a team, there is interaction
between individuals and between devices and equipment. Computer
protocols and network architectures have been developed in a manner
that somewhat duplicates the development of human language.
People developed different languages to satisfy different needs: voice for
people to communicate verbally; sign language for those that cannot hear;
telephone and video conferencing for distance communication.
Computer based protocols have been developed to satisfy different needs:
ASCII for simplicity; XML for structure; asynchronous / synchronous /
isochronous for flexibility, speed, and time determinism.
KEEL engines can participate with any of these linkages, as long as the
data can be normalized to meet the needs of the KEEL engines.
KEEL engines can sit at any point in any architecture. In this way KEEL
engines can be integrated into almost any architecture. The simple API
enables this valuable attribute.
The evolution of the KEEL engine over time
KEEL engines are often developed over time. New pieces of information
are added to the design when it is apparent that they contribute to the
interpretation of the data provided.
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Compsim's KEEL Toolkit provides a number of services to enable
enhancements to the engine over time without impacting the glue logic.
This saves software development effort.
The KEEL FBD tools allow a complex system to be developed in stages
and integrated and tuned as separate components.
The KEEL toolkit incorporates the idea of merge-able objects or decisionmaking modules.
There are other cases where the model doesn't need to expand, but only
needs to be tuned when relationships between information change.
KEEL engines can be created as "classes" in some languages.
The "importance" of information
A key aspect of any KEEL based system is the dynamically changing
importance of information.
In simple systems, there may be no changing importance of information.
These types of systems might be built with hard coded solutions or
discrete logic.
Cognitive solutions, however, usually deal with complex relationships
where information is being interpreted in different ways; in different parts
of the same problem.
Cognitive problems often deal with both strategic (future) and tactical
(now) problems at the same time. Questions about what to do now and
not destroy future opportunities are often addressed. This requires a
balancing of information to obtain the best outcome.
Diagnostics and prognostics require that a system adapts its operation to
performance variables. If you have difficulty breathing, then breathing
becomes more important.
The value of "explainable actions"
Many systems can benefit from an engine that creates explainable
decisions and actions.
This allows the systems to be audited for their performance in order to
tune them over time.
It is possible to have KEEL engines monitor other KEEL engines and
potentially provide a feedback mechanism to achieve optimal operation.
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There are other cases where there are demands for the creation of
explainable actions. This insures that a code of ethics is integrated into
the design. Without the ability to decompose every action and every
decision, there is the ability to create a system that does not meet the
needs of society.
So, KEEL based systems, because they are rule based, can explain why
any action was taken or decision was made.
Even though the rules are defined graphically, by inserting a snapshot of
the inputs back into the design, the reasoning can be displayed.
Who and how the KEEL actions are monitored
KEEL based systems offer several methods for monitoring their
performance.
First, because all KEEL actions are visible and explainable in the
development environment, they are available for analysis within the tool
environment.
Second, because a KEEL engine is a rule based system, it will always
respond the same way to an input. An XML schema exists that defines
the format for an XML file produced by the real-world device or software
applications. If the device or software application logs the input data in
this format, it can be read back into the KEEL Toolkit where the reasoning
can be reviewed and explained.
The system designer has the responsibility for determining when and how
the data is logged and reviewed.
Certain applications may demand more auditing to insure that
performance is satisfactory.
It is also likely that new data will enter the application space. This may
trigger reviews of performance.
As in human systems, novice operators or players may require closer
review than experienced operators or players. The same is true with a
KEEL engine.
Consideration for how the KEEL engine(s) fits in the "chain of
command"
In some cases KEEL engines will participate as components of a larger
system.
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They can perform administrative roles by interpreting information in a
consistent manner and responding with consistent command decisions.
They can perform subservient roles by accepting direction from above and
adapting the commands to modify their actions.
They can sit in the middle of a chain, by accepting commands from above
and reviewing status from below. They can modify their own strategy
according to the rules provided to them and the information they observe
on their own.
They can make requests to humans and devices above them in the chainof-command, and can deliver commands to humans and devices below.
They can collaborate with their peers according to the rules that dictate
responsibility.
Should it be appropriate, the KEEL engines can develop their own levels
of trust in collaborative environments. The system designer will determine
the communication protocols and the flexibility of the system.
The level of "trust" attached to input information
Many judgmental decisions are made by including a level of trust to
validate the information. When the level of trust is diminished, then the
information may be given a lower level of importance in the overall
solution.
KEEL engines can include the level of "trust" as an input to the system.
How this is interpreted, is the responsibility of the system designer.
The concept of risk associated with the decisions and actions
associated with the system
Many cognitive decisions need to incorporate risk into the decision-making
model.
Risk can be included as an input to a KEEL engine.
It is the responsibility of the system designer to determine how risk
participates in the decision-making model.
How time and space relationships might contribute to the solution
Time and space often impact the importance of information when making
cognitive decisions. KEEL supports these concepts with its "clipper"
features.
This allows decisions and actions to be tuned for different times and
locations.
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In cases where an optimal solution is being targeted, such as the time to
send a message or the time to shoot at a moving target, then tools to
support these kinds of decisions are required. They are built into the
KEEL toolkit and they are available to the system designer.
Normalizing the data
KEEL engines normally operate on normalized data (0 to 100) values that
can be either integer or floating point, as defined by the KEEL project.
Any normalization scheme can be used.
While this suggests a linear range of normalized input data, the inputs can
drive a curve which allows the data to be interpreted in almost any way.
In this manner a single normalized input value can be interpreted
according to any number of independent curve relationships.
Much of the development work in architecting a KEEL solution is spent
defining the relationships between information. Because this is all done
graphically, there is no need to write "code" to see the results of the
analysis.
The responsibility for the overall system remains with the solution
architect
The system architect is responsible for the overall architecture of the
system.
This will include segmentation of the system, determining when and how
the KEEL engines will be scheduled.
The cognitive model for interpreting the input data and causing decisions
and actions to be promoted is also the responsibility of the system
designer.
System architecture
The system architecture is the definition of the relationships between all
system components.
The cognitive segment is usually just part of the system. The system
architecture defines the layout for performance, flexibility, extensibility,
cost, resources, etc.
The system architecture is often the result of a balancing act: balancing
time to market, resources, performance, and cost. The system
architecture is driven with an objective where the features are defined.
The objective is addressed by identifying potential solutions: selection of
components and methods of tying them together.
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KEEL technology can be integrated into the architecture from the
beginning, or it can be an "add-on". Because individual KEEL engines are
architecture neutral, they can be integrated into an overall architecture at
different times; even after a program is completed.
The potential for autonomous operation
Because KEEL engines can interpret information in a human-like manner,
and direct relative actions to be taken based on that interpretation, KEEL
based systems have the potential to operate without human intervention.
Alternatively, KEEL based systems can operate as either backups to
human operators, giving advice or recommendations, or they can provide
the primary decision-making engines that are backed up by humans.
The outputs from the system
The outputs from a KEEL engine are normalized values between 0 and
100. This information may have to be transformed into other forms for use
by the external controls or monitoring equipment.
KEEL could generate control signals.
KEEL engines interpret information and provide outputs that represent
a balancing of the inputs. These values can be used to generate
complex commands in the form of control signals to other equipment.
KEEL could generate information for other KEEL engines.
A common practice is to segment a system into multiple KEEL
engines. It is likely that one KEEL engine will provide data to the
input(s) of other KEEL engines.
The KEEL FBD tool assists in connecting KEEL engines into a single
solution.
KEEL engines could also be distributed across a network or in multiple
tasks where messaging or data sharing could provide the mechanism
for one KEEL engine to feed others.
KEEL could provide inputs to other systems (non-KEEL).
The outputs from a KEEL engine could be supplied to other non-KEEL
subsystems for further processing.
KEEL outputs could be part of a local feedback loop.
KEEL engines can be part of a feedback loop, where the output of the
system is connected back to the input through some other circuitry.
KEEL outputs could be part of a distributed feedback loop.
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KEEL outputs could be fed to other external devices which, in turn,
feed data back to the input of the KEEL engine. The other devices
could be local or remote to the KEEL engine.
Warning messages could be triggered.
The outputs from the KEEL engine could be used to trigger warning
messages. The warning messages could use other outputs to
describe the warning in relative terms.
Information messages could be triggered to indicate status.
Analog values could be included to explain subjective
interpretation.
KEEL engines can used to supply variable information in the form of
informational messages. Complex messages could be structured from
multiple variable output signals.
Commands to operators could be generated.
KEEL engines interpret information and provide outputs that represent
a balancing of the inputs. These values can be used to generate
complex commands to an operator.
Logging of information could be triggered. KEEL could log its
own decisions or it could log other inputs and outputs.
The outputs from KEEL engines could be logged for historical records
or for audits.
The inputs to the system could also be logged. If the log format is in
XML compliant with the KEEL Input Schema, then the data could be
used in the development environment to recreate the decision-making
model for exact interpretation.
KEEL could cause state changes of the system to take place
based on subjective evaluations.
KEEL engines interpret input information and drive outputs. These
outputs could drive an external state machine that could cause the
equipment holding the KEEL engine (or any other system with or
without the KEEL engine) to change state. In this case, the KEEL
engine is supplying inputs to the state machine.
KEEL could generate diagnostic interpretations.
Beyond just generating processed / interpreted information, KEEL
engines can interpret diagnostic information and explain the
interpretation in detail.
In addition to explaining the interpretation, it can provide the
information to explain why other diagnostic interpretations are not
considered.
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The sources of input data
KEEL engines can accept inputs from almost any type of data source, as
long as the data can be transformed into the normalized data format
required by the KEEL engine.
When the input is textual or verbal, it will have to be transformed into the
normalized format.
Sensors
Sensors of all types can be used as inputs to a KEEL system. As long
as the information can be transformed into one or more normalized
input values, it can be interpreted by a KEEL engine.
Sensors exist to detect and measure almost all physical states. For
example: time, temperature, pressure, torque, speed, acceleration,
distance, density, color, edges, shapes, counts, volume, etc. There
are probably sensors to measure anything for which a value can be
assigned to it.
Collections of sensors can also detect and measure non-physical
information: stress, truthfulness, pain. These values are determined
with some algorithm that synthesizes the information.
Human operator
In systems where the human operator is part of the system there is the
potential that the operator will be providing input data to the system.
For example, the operator could be supplying input data to the system
as part of the job function. The operator could be reading values or
recording physical observations about characteristics of the problem
domain. This could be a doctor that records physical symptoms of the
patient or of the environment that may contribute to the symptoms.
In other cases, the operator could be directed to take specific
measurements. An example might be an automotive service
technician that could be directed to take readings in an automotive
electrical system to try and isolate the problem.
Inputs from human operators are commonly gathered through some
kind of Human Interface Device that will transform the information from
human terms to formats more conducive to digital processing. This
might be via a keypad, a pushbutton, or in some cases it might be
voice input. It could also be in some form of visual form where
information is generated by physical movement. It is possible that any
of the human senses could trigger inputs to a KEEL system.
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Databases
Databases are used to store historic and synthesized data. This data
can be manipulated by any number of mathematical processes to
provide running averages, identify trends, detect shifts, etc.
The result of database queries can generate numeric information that
can be used as inputs to KEEL engines.
Databases that are constantly updated have the ability to send
evolving data to KEEL engines and thus tune the KEEL engines with
new data.
External Data Sources
In addition to databases, external data sources can be any device or
software application that generates information.
For example, machine tools may have counters embedded in them
that count completed operations or completed orders. This information
is gathered as the equipment operates and can provide input
information to KEEL engines.
A clock or calendar is another example of an external device that can
generate information for a KEEL engine. These devices generate time
related information.
A communication network might generate traffic information.
Other KEEL Engines
KEEL engines may be components of a larger cognitive system. In
these cases it is likely that one KEEL engine will feed other KEEL
engines.
The KEEL FBD tool provides a mechanism for integrating multiple
KEEL engines in a single application.
A more loosely coupled solution would be to connect KEEL engines
across a network or some other connectivity approach.
Locally accumulated data
A KEEL engine will be embedded in a device or software application.
It is likely that the device or software application will be performing
functions in addition to the cognitive process associated with the KEEL
engine. In these cases other values generated by the application may
be used as inputs to the KEEL engine. Certainly diagnostic and
prognostic data generated by a device might be used to drive a KEEL
engine.
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Preprocessed data
Preprocessed data can exist anywhere in a system. This
preprocessed data could have gone through a validation process or a
transformation process. It could carry with it confidence data or some
other biasing information that could be used in conjunction with the
preprocessed data. It could be accumulated locally or it could exist
anywhere in the system where it could be move to the KEEL engine for
interpretation and processing.
Control Signals from Other Devices
Control Signals from pieces of equipment or software applications can
be used as inputs to KEEL engines.
In some cases KEEL engines are part of autonomous devices. They
react to their surroundings and decide what to do for themselves. In
some of these cases, the KEEL engine could intercept control signals
from another device that are directed to perform operations for that
other device. This information could provide intelligence for the device
containing the KEEL engine.
Connectivity
The ability to install KEEL engines at any point in an architecture makes
this a valuable attribute where components of the system are likely to be
distributed across different pieces of equipment in different locations.
KEEL engines can be connected by any media and in any format as long
as the data is converted to the normalized format before triggering the
KEEL engine to process it.
Directly wired to source
In its simplest form a sensor can be directly wired to an input pin on a
microprocessor where the signal is transformed to a normalized data
format used by the KEEL engine.
The same is true for the output. In its simplest form the normalized
data output from the KEEL engine is transformed before sending it out
a pin on the microprocessor where a wire carries the signal to an
actuator (control point).
A direct wire is the simplest form of network.
Network connected - any topology
Connectivity to and from KEEL engines can be accomplished with any
type of network with any topology.
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Some wired networks might be termed point to point, multi-drop, token
passing, star, web, loop, trunk, etc.
Messaging techniques might include: Broadcast, Store and Forward,
Directly Addressable, Group Addressable, All-call.
Any message packaging technique might be used: structured or
unstructured, packed, block mode, etc.
Any character encoding can be used: ASCII, Async, Bisync,
Isochronous, or any other.
The data can be encrypted or non-encrypted.
The choice of network connectivity is left to the system designer.
Infrared connection
The KEEL engine is not restricted to any specific connectivity to its
inputs and outputs. Infrared links can be used.
Supplied by the same processor running the KEEL engine
Because some data sources and data sinks for KEEL engines will be
within the same microprocessor, input and output data can be
generated and consumed locally.
Radio Frequency
KEEL engines are independent of the connectivity between inputs and
outputs and the KEEL engine. Radio frequency connectivity is
appropriate for some applications where wired and infrared
connections are not appropriate.
Development Process:
Determine where KEEL engines might be located in the system and
what information will be exchanged
This is where the number of KEEL engines will be identified to satisfy the
system need.
This is also where the information model will be defined: What input
information is needed at each KEEL engine and how that information will
flow through the system.
Define the information hierarchy which includes how and when
information is accumulated
Some systems will fit in a "chain-of-command". The concept of authority
needs to be considered in these types of systems.
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This will dictate who is a supplier of information and who is a receiver of
information.
This is where the concept of trust needs to be included in the model.
The concept of risk may also be considered.
Plan for staged introduction
In systems that might require multiple KEEL engines, consideration for a
staged introduction might be appropriate.
Since KEEL engines operate autonomously, this is primarily an issue that
is driven by other parts of the system.
If cognitive technology is to be included in the overall system, then it
should be scheduled for introduction when it can be tested with the
availability of its inputs and outputs.
Evaluate KEEL segmentation
KEEL engine segmentation is an issue that is required with distributed
systems. It should also be considered with complex cognitive situations.
The KEEL FBD tools provide support for the integration of multiple KEEL
engines into a single compile for a localized solution.
There is also the potential for integrating multiple independent segments
into a signal KEEL engine. In situations where one is dealing with simple
cognitive processes, it might be appropriate to include several of them in
the same engine.
For each KEEL engine, define the expectations (outputs) from the
system
The outputs of the system can drive external controls, provide information
or logging data, drive external logic, provide warnings or triggers, or drive
other processing engines (like other KEEL engines) or hard coded logic.
The outputs of the system define what the KEEL engine is trying to
accomplish.
For each KEEL engine, identify the sources of information
The sources of information are the inputs to the system as viewed from
the outside of the KEEL engine. They can come from sensors, databases,
human operators, other KEEL engines, other control systems, or internal
logic (like self diagnostics and prognostics or internal calculations).
General:
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Judgmental decisions by trained operators are potentially "tricked"
into overlooking critical attributes
There are some applications where there is an attempt to trick humans.
Magic shows attempt to redirect attention while the trick is performed.
Some markets like airport security target people that may try to trick the
system. A terrorist is not going to advertise he is a terrorist.
When people are trained for airport security, they are trained to look for
specific attributes. These are the rules.
KEEL engines are rule based systems. The rules identify the trigger
points.
While the perfect airport security agent will never miss a critical attribute,
human nature makes them susceptible to structured trickery.
A KEEL engine will perform according to its rules.
Human experts take too long to make judgmental decisions
Human experts are trained to perform a task. This works well when the
task operates in normal ways.
However, when humans are "surprised", it takes them some amount of
time to react.
Adrenaline is used to supercharge the human in special circumstances.
This accelerates their response mechanism and makes them more aware
of their surroundings.
Even with adrenaline, however, reaction time is based on the complexity
of the task.
Computers running structured code react to emergencies (events) in a
structured way.
Computers, however, cannot watch out for everything. The code to
develop this type of system would be too complex.
The adaptable nature of a KEEL engine may provide a middle ground:
faster than a human and not so complex that one would have to write too
much code to respond.
The dynamic nature of a KEEL engine enables it to handle complex
situations in adaptable ways.
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Applications where the judgmental decisions must be explained
While not all decisions or actions need to be explained, there are a
number of reasons for having an explainable system.
First, it is difficult to enhance a system when you don't know why it is
doing what it is doing. With a KEEL system, if one takes a snapshot of the
critical inputs, those inputs can be loaded into a KEEL engine where the
reasoning can be investigated.
Some systems need an explainable solution for legal reasons.
A system that creates explainable actions may be more marketable and
may be more likely to receive market acceptance.
Complex situations where it is not economical to develop and
maintain straight line code (IF, THEN, ELSE)
It is very expensive to develop conventional software. Complex software
is prone to logic and typing errors.
Large complex systems are brittle and break with unexpected, untested
situations.
KEEL systems allow the development of complex systems without writing
code. The decision-making model is developed graphically and the code
is created automatically. The model can be tested from within the toolkit,
before it is translated to source code.
The same cognitive model can be translated into multiple languages at the
click of a button.
Situations where there is an advantage to be able to create one
design and execute it on multiple platforms: device, software
simulation, web
In some circumstances there is a large value for being able to
demonstrate the same model in a device, in a simulator, and on a web
page.
Using the KEEL Toolkit, the same design can be implemented in C, C#,
VB, VB.NET, Flash, Java, PLC Structured Text.
When it is important to demonstrate the cognitive technology in multiple
environments, KEEL can provide a significant advantage.
Situations where the environment is dynamic and the importance of
information changes; the system must react to change
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A key attribute of KEEL systems is that the dynamic importance of
information is built into the KEEL technology.
KEEL was designed to accept and adapt to the changing importance of
information.
Information changes in importance when it is being evaluated from
different time and space aspects. (For example, the temperature is
important because you are close to the source. It is not important if you
are far away from the source.) What is NOW is more important than what
is FAR IN THE FUTURE, if you are thinking about a problem now. It is
less important now if you are addressing a strategic problem.
Where architectural issues may prohibit other solutions (KEEL
technology is architecture independent: localized, distributed, web
based, multiprocessor, etc.)
KEEL engines are implemented as two or three subroutines in any of a
variety of languages.
One subroutine is called to initialize the arrays with data.
The second subroutine is scheduled when appropriate. Before this routine
is called, the KEEL arrays are loaded with input data. Then the second
routine is called repetitively until a flag is set indicating that a stable
system has been determined. After that, the outputs from the system are
distributed to the appropriate places.
This simple API and small subroutine set allows KEEL engines to be
integrated into a variety of system architectures.
KEEL engines don't care where the input data come from or where the
outputs are distributed.
This makes the KEEL engines appropriate for almost any system
configuration.
The architecture selection is left to the system architect.
Human experts are required to interpret information to make the best
decisions or take the most appropriate actions
KEEL engines interpret information in a human-like manner. In this light,
KEEL technology is an expert system that makes decisions or takes
actions using rules established by the designer.
Like human decision-making, KEEL engines utilize a linkage of
information to solve problems. An input may impact a number of problem
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domains; each in a different way. A single problem domain may impact a
number of other problem domains in a variety of ways.
The linkages defined for the KEEL engine can be compared to the various
ways that a human might link pieces of information.
The KEEL toolkit provides a unique way to document the human decisionmaking model for specific applications.
Devices must operate autonomously and make judgmental decisions
on their own
Each KEEL engine has its set of inputs and outputs.
When the KEEL engine is scheduled to evaluate the inputs, it iterates until
a stable answer to all of its problems is achieved.
Each KEEL engine is a stand-alone function. If a complete system is
incorporated into a single engine, then a complete stand-alone solution is
developed.
A system can be built with one engine or it can be built with several
engines that are integrated into a single autonomous solution by using the
KEEL FBD tool. Services provided within the KEEL Toolkit support the
software engineers' need to compile multiple engines with a single
compile.
KEEL technology has been developed to specifically address the needs of
adding cognitive technology to devices in order to provide autonomous
operation.
KEEL technology supports addressing the judgmental decisions required
when there is a need to make subjective decisions in a human-like
manner.
Devices can make control decisions when human operators are not
present
Because KEEL engines can operate autonomously, they are able to
provide backup to human operators when the human operators are
unavailable.
KEEL engines can make the same judgmental decisions as their human
operators. These judgmental decisions are appropriate for making control
decisions.
These control decisions can be binary (on/off) or relative (analog). Just
like a human operator, a KEEL system can take observed data (inputs)
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and apply cognitive judgmental rules that are defined graphically and
make the control decisions.
When the small memory footprint of a KEEL engine is an advantage
KEEL technology is implemented in two or three small subroutines. The
size of the subroutines does NOT expand if the system increases in size
or complexity.
The remainder of the system is made up of tables. These take much less
space than "code".
This allows KEEL engines to run in 8 bit microprocessors and above.
This is important in many "device" applications.
Repetitive judgmental decisions are prone to error
Some human activities or occupations require that those humans are
trained to observe and react to situations. This could be an airport
security guard or it could be a medical diagnostician.
The airport security guard is asked to look for things out of the ordinary.
This triggers increased scrutiny of passengers and of luggage.
The medical diagnostician is trained to look at diagnostic tests.
Both of these activities are repetitive. There are potentially large amounts
of data (characteristics) to observe.
The decisions or observations by the reviewer are prone to error, just by
the number of repetitive judgments that are made.
The airport guard that hasn't identified a problem passenger in five years
may get passive as time goes by.
The medical diagnostician, that never finds a disease, may miss the one
critical test that is pertinent in a particular diagnosis.
Summary:
The ability to add heuristic reasoning to PLCs can cause a paradigm shift in the Industrial
Automation Market.

By adding KEEL engines to PLC applications operators can troubleshoot problems more
rapidly.
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By adding KEEL engines to PLC applications, the PLC can take on some of the
responsibilities from operators and supervisors.

By adding KEEL engines to PLC applications, objective decisions can be made and
explained. (Performance can be enhanced over time as more knowledge about the
process is learned.)

A PLC Manufacturer with an exclusive license to KEEL technology can offer their clients
a competitive advantage and justify larger margins.

Disclaimer
This application note suggests the potential for KEEL technology to respond
to certain market needs. The end users are totally responsible for assuring
that the technology performs as expected.
The application note may also assume that certain external technology exists
to support the KEEL engine in an effective manner. This may or may not be
accurate in all cases.
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